
NEED TO REMOVE YOUR

GEL POLSIH, DIP, OR

ACRYLIC?

Damage caused by improper removal will last

longer than the quarantine.

DON'T PICK OR PRY IT OFF! 
@theglitterlabnh



TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL
REMOVAL

First, identify what type of coating you have on.

Every product removes differently. If you do not

know what coating you have on reach out to your nail

tech and ask, if they are unavailable reach out to a

expert online or locally,  many of us are not working

and would love to assist you. 

BE PATIENT! Give yourself plenty of time. Rushing

through it can cause damage. 

Apply cuticle oil included in your kit to your nails and  

surrounding skin to counteract drying effects of the

acetone. 

Work on one hand at a time. I always do my non-

dominant hand first because it can be the most

frustrating. Or ask someone in the house to help you

to do both hands at once.  

Set up in front of the TV, I'm pairing removal times

with some of my favorite shows. It will help pass the

wait time.

While your nails are bare, take the time to use

treatments like CND Rescue RXX, CND Solar Oil,

and CND Cuticle Eraser. This will allow your nails to

heal any damge caused by past removals and keep

you hydrated and hang nail free until you can see

your tech again. Some of these items are available in

the Bare Nails Kit on our website.

 

@theglitterlabnh



Gel Polish Removal

If you're a Glitter Lab client you most likely have CND

Shellac gel polish on. Lucky for you this is the easiest brand

to remove because all you need to do is wrap your nails

with the acetone soaked wraps in your kits and set a timer

for 10 minutes. The polish will release effortlessly with out

any buffing. 

If you don't know what brand of polish you have on

(or if we applied a base builder at The Glitter Lab)

use the buffer/file provided in your kit and buff

through the top coat a bit. Then wrap and wait 15-20

minutes, or one episode of Schitt's Creek.  

When you unwrap, most of the polish should

effortlessly come off. You can use the woodstick to

push the loose polish from the nail, but if it is still

strongly adhered, rewrap and wait another 5-10

minutes. 

The goal is to have the acetone do the work, there

should be no need to force or pry it off. 

After removal use CND Rescue RXX daily to help

improve the condition of your natural nails. The

keratin in this treatment will repair white spots,

peeling and splitting. A sample size is included in

your removal kit. 

Pairs well with Schitt's Creek
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DIp Removal

To remove dip you must first reduce the layers of

product on your nail. Using the the nail file in your kit

file through much of the product to get it as thin as a

credit card. Smooth the edges of the file first with one of

the buffers so you don't cut your skin. (This is called

"seasoning the file" in the professional world.)

Apply cuticle oil then wrap your nails and set a timer for

20-30 minutes (or one episode of The Office).

When you unwrap, you may find that the product has

"melted" it a sticky substance, this is normal. Gently

work off what you can with the woodstick or roll off by

gently filing, re-wrap if necessary. Wait another 15-20

minutes and repeat until the product is no longer there.

This is why the kit comes with so many extra wraps. 

If you have a heat pad at home put it on top of the

wrapped hands, it will help speed up the process. 

The goal is to have the acetone do the work, there

should be no need to force or pry it off. 

If there is any remaining spots of product use the buffer

to gently remove those bits. 

After removal use CND Rescue RXX daily to help

improve the condition of your natural nails. The keratin

in this treatment will repair white spots, peeling and

splitting. A sample size is included in your removal kit. 

Pairs well with The Office 
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Acrylic Removal

To remove acrylic you must first reduce the layers of

product on your nail. Using the the nail file in your kit file

through much of the product to get it as thin as a credit

card. Smooth the edges of the file first with one of the

buffers so you don't cut your skin. (This is called "seasoning

the file" in the professional world.) If your length is

extended, clip off to a natural length after filing. 

Apply cuticle oil then wrap your nails and set a timer for

45-60 minutes (or one episode of The Tiger King).

When you unwrap, you may find that the product has

"melted" it a sticky substance, this is normal. Gently work

off what you can with the woodstick, file a bit more and re-

wrap if necessary. Wait another 20-30 minutes and repeat

until the product is no longer there. This is why the kit

comes with so many extra wraps.

If you have a heat pad at home put it on top of the wrapped

hands, it will help speed up the process. 

The goal is to have the acetone do the work, there should be

no need to force it off or pry it off. 

If there is any remaining spots of product use the least

coarse side of the orange buffer to gently remove those bits. 

After removal use CND Rescue RXX daily to help improve

the condition of your natural nails. The keratin in this

treatment will repair white spots, peeling and splitting. A

sample size is included in your removal kit. 

Pairs well with The Tiger King
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Hard Gel Removal

To remove hard gel you must first reduce the layers of

product on your nail. Using the the nail file in your kit file

through much of the product to get it as thin as a credit

card. Smooth the edges of the file first with one of the

buffers so you don't cut your skin. (This is called "seasoning

the file" in the professional world.) If your length is

extended, clip off to a natural length after filing. 

Apply cuticle oil then wrap your nails and set a timer for at

least 60 minutes (hunker down and watch a trilogy).

When you unwrap, you may find that the product has

swollen and lifting, this is normal. Gently work off what

you can with the woodstick, file a bit more and re-wrap if

necessary. Wait another 20-30 minutes and repeat until the

product is no longer there. This is why the kit comes with

so many extra wraps. 

If you have a heat pad at home put it on top of the wrapped

hands, it will help speed up the process. 

The goal is to have the acetone do the work, there should be

no need to force or pry it off. 

If there is any remaining spots of product use the least

coarse side of the orange buffer to gently remove those bits. 

After removal use CND Rescue RXX daily to help improve

the condition of your natural nails. The keratin in this

treatment will repair white spots, peeling and splitting. A

sample size is included in your removal kit. 

Pairs well with The Hunger Games
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